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DISCLAIMER AND TERMS OF USE AGREEMENT:

(Please Read This Before Using This Report)

This information is not presented by a medical practitioner and is for educational and informational purposes only.
The content is not intended to be a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. Always seek
the advice of your physician or other qualified health provider with any questions you may have regarding a medical
condition. Never disregard professional medical advice or delay in seeking it because of something you have read.

Since natural and/or dietary supplements are not FDA approved, they must be accompanied by a two-part disclaimer
on the product label: that the statement has not been evaluated by FDA and that the product is not intended to
"diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

The author and publisher of this course and the accompanying materials have used their best efforts in preparing this
course. The author and publisher make no representation or warranties with respect to the accuracy, applicability,
fitness, or completeness of the contents of this course. The information contained in this course is strictly for
educational purposes. Therefore, if you wish to apply ideas contained in this course, you are taking full responsibility
for your actions.

The author and publisher disclaim any warranties (express or implied), merchantability, or fitness for any particular
purpose. The author and publisher shall in no event be held liable to any party for any direct, indirect, punitive,
special, incidental or other consequential damages arising directly or indirectly from any use of this material, which is
provided “as is”, and without warranties.

As always, the advice of a competent legal, tax, accounting, medical or other professional should be sought. The
author and publisher do not warrant the performance, effectiveness or applicability of any sites listed or linked to in
this course.

All links are for information purposes only and are not warranted for content, accuracy or any other implied or explicit
purpose.

This report is © Copyrighted by Wings Of Success. No part of this may be copied, or changed in any format,
or used in any way other than what is outlined within this course under any circumstances. Violators would
be prosecuted severely.
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The Importance Of A Dog's Diet

Nothings greatly affects your dog's well-being like the diet you he feeds on, so, what makes diet

so special? Let's discover more.

The fact that you love your dog speaks for itself, and of course he deserves to be loved, after all

he's humanity's best friend. There is no doubt that you want to keep him in the best of health.

Many ways exist for you to achieve that goal and providing a nutritious and well balanced diet is

just one of them, doing this will ensure that your pet's longevity and good health is guaranteed.

Just consider how distasteful a hungry or malnourished person can be, and you will see the

importance of well balanced and healthy selections when choosing a diet for your dog. If you

compromise your dog's diet then you should not expect to enjoy a life at its fullest together.

A carefully selected good quality dog diet for your pet friend is surely going to maximize the

possibility of a long lasting relationship together. Talk of healthy options for your pet's diet, and

you should remind yourself that this includes vitamins and essential mineral nutrients that are

vital to your pet's health. Don't forget to include additional nutritional supplements in your dog's

diet. Consult with your vet about your pet's diet. They are best placed to offer you with

professional advice, vital for you to make informed decisions about the diet of your pet.

Remember to inquire about glucosamine and other essential fish oils that help fight health

problems like dandruff and arthritis.

A dog's diet has great effect on your dog's energy levels. if you give vitamin and nutrients

deficient diets to your pets, this will result to slothful and tired pets that cannot rest well.

Suppose your pet requires additional nutrition for more physical activities, then a good diet is a

must.

Your dogs output is greatly affected by the diet you give. A dog fed on a healthy and well

balanced diet low on fillers has less output. This could also save you from the task of cleaning

up the yard and dog kennel. Inquire from any handler who picks up their dogs waste and you'll

appreciate the importance of a good dogs diet.
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Remember that obesity is not just a human problem, it affects dogs too. Weight is another

problem that you should watch out for. Diet also plays a crucial role in sustaining a healthy and

stable weight for your dog. Additional snacks could seem like plain luxury, but they can lead to

terrible health problems later on. Especially when overdone.

Best selected dog diet can also go a great distance in preventing reactions that come from food

allergies. Reducing allergy problems will enhance your dog's well being and make him feel

pleased. Most often easy change in the varieties of food we give to our dogs can make a great

difference. Dog's diet has far reaching effects your pets well being.

A good pet diet greatly affects his exterior appearance and makes him look great. Reinforce

good diet with proper grooming and you have a pet that has a magnificent looking and shiny

coat. What a better gift to give your dog!

click here:Purina ONE Natural Dry Dog Food
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How Your Dog's Diet Affects Outputs

You've heard of a hang-dog expression and yet when you imagine a sorry looking, sad doggy

you know that's just not the kind you'd like owning, so why wait till you look at your own dog and

go 'aww' for the way he does little by way of wagging his tail, lack of lively barking or dead-beat

walking to realize a change of diet is needed for the desirable doggy output?

Yes, we are talking about inputs (what you put into the dog's mouth) being directly responsible

for the outputs (what he gives out); of course, there are other environmental and biological

factors at work too for a dog's health to get out of control, such as a recent illness, jangled

nerves or perhaps a change of weather. However, the dog's diet is of primary importance in

determining his output on a regular basis and this is what you as a loving pet owner need to

educate yourself about – so your long-life companion stays that way and has a healthy one too

(life).

Hygiene is a big part of your dog's health and while you may not quite take to the idea of forever

cleaning dog-poop, you know that for your doggy to remain clean and health, it is important you

keep the surroundings clean and for the after-meal mess to be easy to deal with, the diet better

be balance (read fiber-rich for less loose bowels, but not overly so, to avoid constipation).

Don't go overboard in feeding your pooch and mini-meals while you dine at the table are a

complete no-no; this is really no way to show you love your dog. Instead, it can make things

rather difficult for you in the long run – especially when your dog can't run off the extra calories

and ends up messing a real stinker of a mother-load!

Go easy on tasty treats like soft dog biscuits and rawhide bones that make for large, messy

stools that are difficult to clean up after and include proper meal-time dry dog food that is easy

on their digestive system and healthy in a nutritious and filling way! Go for veggies, dry hard

doggy biscuits, oats and other such healthy dog meal options in your pet's diet to make clean up

a manageable task and not a chore; take a tip from professional dog trainers who ensure a

healthy, nutritionally balanced diet for the dogs in their care so that their outputs during training

are manageable too, for wouldn't it be such a boo-boo in public places for poochie to do a poo-

poo?

click here:Purina ONE Natural Dry Dog Food
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Avoid accidents due to unhealthy dog diets and fix an appointment with your local vet today to

determine the best diet for your pet, including asking about the various kinds of dry dog foods

you can include that will benefit as filling food and also promote oral health as well as overall

well-being of your four-legged friend!
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A Dog's Diet Influences Oral Health

You may all know the importance of daily brushing and flossing for regular good health of your

teeth and gums, but that's as humans and also thanks to dental health education being so

updated today. But, did you stop to consider the fact that since science has revealed oral health

benefits us by lowering our risk of cardiac problems, it could well be the same for our canine

pals? Keeping this medical fact in mind, pet owners are advised to pay extra attention to

cleaning their dog's teeth regularly to keep diseases such as plaque and tartar at bay; even a

simple swipe across Fido's gums with a clean damp cloth should do the trick!

Moving on from the basics to the more advanced techniques for maintaining your dog's oral

health: first understand the importance of proper, balanced and nutritious diet for your pooch i.e.

canned food or dry food, any treats and toys apart from regular meals and how much exercise

and post-meal oral hygiene is practiced? These are all questions pertinent to your dog's good

oral health maintenance program.

It is strongly suggested that as a caring dog owner, you provide your dog with a daily diet filled

with nutritional foods and multivitamins, if he needs them. It is preferable to give your dog dry

dog food as compared to the moist, tinned stuff that since this rubs against the teeth to perform

the action of a plaque-remover and over time, reduces it too. Adding water to the dry dog food

or even adding gravy to it robs the small kibbles of this essential property, so dog owners

beware!

As for the treats you give your dog – well, they aren't much different from the snacks we

humans munch on, which we all know are not that great for us either since there are very few of

us that actually reach for that recommended crunchy fruit or veggies bag when our stomach

growls! So, let these be a rare treat and of dog-bones, raw meat, jerky or dog bikkies (unless

they are the hard kind) and keep the greens and corn starch chews that have more than just

empty calories like rawhide given between meals, typically. These actually help prevent tartar –

so stick with the program, man – and you can be your dog's best friend by promoting his long

life through a good, regular and well managed oral health program!
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Dog Food: Thoughts For Consideration

If you have ever wondered about what is in the food that you feed to your dog, it is worth finding

out! Depending on the quality of food that you purchase for your dog to eat, you could be

offering him/her a high quality diet that is full of wholesome ingredients, or you could be feeding

him/her an unbalanced, very low quality food product possibly containing dangerous

components to your dog's overall health.

Low quality foods contain cheap additives; cheap protein sources, and usually contain

ingredients that you yourself would not think of ingesting. If this is the case, you would not want

to feed this type of dog food to your dog. You need to find out what your dog food contains

before purchasing.

How does one determine what is low quality and what is not? This may sound like a

complicated puzzle, but it really is not. Below is a check list to keep in mind that will help you to

know the difference between your run of the mill dog food, and a high quality product.

- Generally, low quality dog foods are sold in grocery stores, while premium products are not.

- Premium food products will usually cost a little more than the cheap food. This is the case

because, to create a better product, better ingredients need to be used so this raises the price

for everybody.

- Premium products will contain no animal by-products but cheap products will. This is the case,

because animal byproducts provide a significantly cheaper alternative to quality nutritional

sources.

- Premium products will contain no artificial colors, or sugar, while the cheaper alternatives will.

- When reading the label on a dog food bag, the protein component will be listed first. For a

premium dog food this list will commence with a whole meat, such as a poultry or fish listing.

Another key fact to consider is your dog's current health. You may be feeding a low quality food

product and are seeing a healthy dog as a result. What you do not see however is what is on

the inside. Every dog has nutritional needs, and if they are not met, over time, that dog will

begin to suffer as a result. Whether you notice it or not is dependent on how much attention you

give to your dog.

A dog that is lacking in the appropriate calorie intake, may appear simply lazy to you, but may
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actually be suffering from caloric deficiency. A dog that appears to be overweight may be the

way he/she is due to a poor balance of fat to protein ratio. A dog that scratches constantly may

be dealing with an allergy as a result of some component of his food.

So, it is worth your while to spend a little more to ensure a good brand of dog food. Your dog will

benefit immensely from a high quality, good balance of ingredients in his/her dog food.

The results speak for themselves. Premium products offer a stable platform for your dogs

vitality, health and well-being.

click here:Purina ONE Natural Dry Dog Food
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Guidelines To Choose A Healthy Dog Diet For Your Pet

Selecting a well balanced and healthy diet for your dog can be a difficult albeit challenging task

if you let it. The colorful branding and trendy packaging can easily get the best of you and

obscure your discernment of a dog food product. The dog's diet is one best secret to keep your

pet healthy and vibrant for many years to come. It's therefore important that you purchase a diet

that will supply your pet with vital nutrients and enable it to thrive.

Below are some tips to guide you in selecting the best food for your pet's diet. The first thing you

should keep in mind is that dog's are different, just like humans. A diet that works well for your

neighbor's dog may not be the best diet for your dog. So the first thing to do before you go

shopping for your dogs' food is to consult your vet about your dogs' dietary needs. Vets are

dogs best friends and will advice you accordingly on what best to buy and how to identify what's

suitable.

After you have consulted with the vet, find out a respected dog food brand and make it the

major constituent of your dog's diet. It's not uncommon to come across a good quality that you

haven't heard of, but most popular and reputed makers of dog food provide a certain amount of

security and safety about feeding your dog a healthy diet. Large and well known dog food

companies take time to research on animal nutrition. Therefore, give your pet the advantage of

enjoying the benefit of the manufacturer's wealth of information than going it all alone.

Choose from dog food that is age appropriate, this means that if your dog shows signs of aging,

then consider a dog diet specially formulated for older/senior dogs. Nutritional needs of puppies

are different from mature dogs. Find out the different types of dog food that meet the specific

needs of your dogs. Sometimes the dog breed and size could make a significantly difference in

the variety of diet that you are required to feed them. Diets specially formulated for puppies and

other larger breeds is available. This is a good thing to consider when shopping for your dogs

dietary needs.

Weight of the dog and its activity level are other factors worth consideration when deciding on

which feed is appropriate for your dog. So, if you have a very active or underweight dog, you

may be advised to select dog diet specially designed for such situations. If you decide to

purchase a particular diet for your dog, consider the portion quantity. Obesity is a more severe
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problem in pets because it could result to hip troubles and significantly decrease your pet's

lifespan.

Table scraps are strongly discouraged, because feeding your dog on table scraps encourages

the begging habit and could likely result to obesity. You are therefore urged to maintain a stable

high-quality diet for your dog, more so food specially formulated to meet your dog's dietary

requirements is a plus. Supplement to a high quality diet if you vet recommends. Don't give

excessive supplements, as this could result to a low quality pet health.

Consult your vet regularly for advice and insight on what best to feed your pets. A good diet

feeding program will yield to good health for your pet. You are better off choosing the diet

wisely. Only go for dog food brand that that is well regarded and match it to your dog. Giving a

proper diet to your dog will translate to good health and a longer lifespan.

click here:Purina ONE Natural Dry Dog Food
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